Finance Cluster. School of Management, Universiti Sains Malaysia Stock market integration research has been extensively conducted and evolving over the past several years. However, exploration in this area has continued because of its contribution to the body of knowledge and industrial practices. One of the important issues of market integration is how it can appear in most stock markets in the world.
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Does Integration Occur on a Certain Day? The Case of the Lithuanian Stock Market
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SEE Journal markets in the world. These global economic disasters have affected the allure of the transmission of stock market falls. In short, they suggest the increasing value of stock market integration.
It is noteworthy that several researchers have also found a high correlation among stock markets on a certain day, a phenomenon known as seasonality. For example a study by Tang and Kwok (1994) reported that correlation among stocks was highest during Monday. Tang and Kwok (1997) also found a strong seasonality component on the day of the week effect in correlations of Australia, Germany, Hong Kong, Japan, the UK, and the US.
The first paper that linked market integration and seasonality was by Jaffe and Westerfield (1985) . They examined seasonality in terms of correlation between many stock markets and the US stock market. More recently, Chandra (2006) constructed the day of the week effect in the returns and conditional correlation for various Asia Pacific equity markets. The paper found the day of the week effect in the returns and correlations for some of these markets.
To prove this anomalous condition, we successfully demonstrate it in Table 1 . By following the preliminary result of Jaffe and Westerfield (1985) , Table 1 suggests that there is a strong weekend effect pattern on market correlation. As we have known, market integration starts from the correlation among national stock returns. The seasonality correlation depicted in Table 1 implies that there might be a high correlation between these two markets on Monday. In short, there is a possibility that market integration occurs on Monday. Table 1 vividly shows the symptoms of market integration seasonality. Intuitively, if the market integration and weekend effect together occur in the market, it elicits speculation on whether it might be an intersection between the weekend effect and market integration. In other words, if the stock market around the world experiences the weekend effect, it might be a possibility that the integration across the country occurs on a certain day. This is what we call the seasonality of the weekend effect. Unfortunately, studies that explores the seasonality of market integration are rare -a gap that this study intends to fill.
This research study aims to investigate if stock market integration also follows the anomaly of the weekend effect. Connecting these two phenomena, we hypothesize that there is a possibility of seasonality in market integration. In light of such possible interactions between the weekend effect and market integration, it is surprising that there is relatively little literature on these associations, except the discussion of seasonality in stock market correlation (See Jaffe and Westerfield, 1985) . This is an interesting peculiarity, considering its possible contributions, such as: (1) global fund managers will have comprehensive knowledge about seasonality in market integration that will allow them to construct a new investment strategy; (2) portfolios will significantly diminish on certain days; and (3) signals of a financial contagion can spread out faster on a certain day.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. The next section will address the literature review. After that we outline an empirical approach in section 3 by showing the measurement development of the weekend effect and market integration while addressing the equation model. The model in this paper is estimated by using a cointegration test, Granger Causality, and Regression. The results of these tests will be addressed in section 4. The last section will discuss and conclude the paper.
Literature
The generally accepted definition of market integration is an event where prices among the different locations have co-movement over a long period, Meric & Meric (1997) , and Hardouvellis, Malliaropulos, & Priestly (2006) investigated the market integration of developed markets. Daly (2003) examined the integration of emerging markets into the world market. Further, several research studies investigated market integration in terms of its trading block (Fredericsson and Mani, 2004) or regionalism (Bussiere, Fidrmuc, and Schnatz, 2005) .
Lithuania Stock Return
In terms of Lithuanian stock market integration, it is actually hard to find empirical research, as the Lithuanian Stock market is a relatively new stock market. So far, we only found Guiso, Jappelli, Padula and Pagano (2004) who attempted to estimate the integration of European Countries, including Lithuania, by gauging financial market development and growth. In their research, the Lithuanian stock market was found to show integration with other European Stock markets on the industry level and firm level. Another recent research study was conducted by Welfens and Islami (2010) , which examined the financial market integration of the Eastern European stock market, including the Lithuanian stock market.
On the other hand, we also found that the weekend effect occurs in most stock markets in the world. The presence of the weekend effect would mean that equity returns are not independent of the day of the week. We compiled weekend effect studies around the world. The early studies of this anomaly are Cross (1973) and French (1980) who introduced the first definitions of the weekend effect and the Monday effect.
Further, French and Roll (1986) and Damodaran (1989) examined the information flow over the weekend and found that Monday's variance is more than three times that of other days of the week. Tong (2000) demonstrated that trade-orders on Monday are conditional on the previous week or Friday's return by using a t-test. This weekend effect is also found in both developed stock markets and developing stock markets.
There is also not much research investigating the weekend effect in Lithuanian stock markets. Ajayi, Mehdian, and Perry (2004) found significant negative Monday returns in the Lithuanian stock market. Sakalauskas & Krikščiūnienė (2007) found that the daily trading volume of the Vilnius Stock differs according to the weekend effect. Thus, there is no research investigating the association between the Lithuanian stock market integration and its weekend effect.
The association between market integration and weekend effect is very rare. So far, we have only found empirical results discussing correlations between seasonality and the stock market (see Jaffe and Westerfield, 1985) . They investigated seasonality and stock market correlation for the US stock market on other markets. By using descriptive analysis, they found seasonality to be within correlations among stock markets. Moreover, there is a possibility that the correlation between two markets becomes stronger on a certain day. The relatively infrequent discussion of Lithuanian stock market integration, the Lithuanian weekend effect, and the seasonality of Lithuanian market integration lends importance to this paper, especially considering the implications of stock market integration both for practitioners and academics.
Methodology and Data
Market Integration Measurements
This paper follows Bekaert & Harvey (1995) , Dumas & Solnik (1995) , Ferson & Harvey (1991) , and Hardouvelis et al. (2001) in developing a measurement of market integration, which was developed from the International CAPM of Steehle (1977) . The model is as follows. (1) Where r it is the excess return on the domestic portfolio i, is the market risk premium, β iw is the risk of portfolio i relative to world portfolio, w is defined as , , , / r , and β is the domestic market portfolio d. The null hypothesis of the integration is d equal to zero.
We developed an integration index by using time varying of rolling regression to retrieve the market integration data series. Following Bekaert and Harvey (1995) and Korajzyk (1996) , we estimated the integration by using the following formula:
Where R w,t is the returns of the world portfolio in time t. R FW,t is the returns of the international risk free rate. R m,t is the returns of the market. R FM,t is the risk free rate of the domestic market. This equation implies the domestic market integrates into the world. The α shows the level of integration. According to Bekaert and Harvey (1995) , the closer the intercept is to zero, the more it indicates integration. Perfect integration will be indicated by a zero index.
The intercept was obtained by employing a 60-day window size rolling regression of equation (2). After running the one day looping of this rolling regression, we adjusted the market integration index by trailing the Leving and Zervos (1998) method, as follows.
Weekend Effect Measurements
This paper adapts French's Model (1980) to retrieve the weekend effect where the formula is: (1980) , there is no Monday Dummy, and the weekend effect is represented by the significant result in the intercept. This is in line with the Gujarati and Porter (2009) dummy trap elimination. This is also the reason why we chose French's Model (1980) as the weekend effect model.
Hence, we employed again the rolling regression of a 60-day window size to collect the measurements. The intercept of equation (4) indicates the weekend anomaly. We pulled out if there is not a significant result at the intercept.
The Research Empirical Model
The empirical model for this research study is a straightforward model:
(5) This model examines the dynamic relationship between market integration and the day-of-the week anomaly (DOWA). As a robustness check, we tested again the occurrence of integration on a certain day by regressing the modification of French's Model (1980) . It is noteworthy that running the modified French's (1980) model needs several procedures. First, we employed the returns difference between the world stock market and the Lithuanian stock market. This "abnormal returns" or returns difference is our dependent variable. It is a robust proxy because it not only mimics the probability to gain abnormal returns by "picking" Lithuania, but also shows the dispersion of the Lithuania returns from World returns. The more it is dispersed from world returns distribution, the less it is integrated. The independent variables are the French's Model (1980) dummy variable where the intercept representing the Monday Effect. The formula is: These two variables are the determinant of market integration and are commonly used as control variables in market integration studies (see Ferson and Harvey, 1994; Ng, 2004) .
Data
We retrieved the Lithuanian stock market index and MSCI All-Country World Index on a daily basis over the sample period of 2000-2010 from the Thomson Data Stream. We used the US 3-Month Treasury bill as a global risk free rate. The return is calculated by using the standard normal logarithm formula.
For 
Results
Unit Root Test Results
Finance research usually uses time series data, which are assumed to be stationary. Using non-stationary data in regression analysis leads to spurious regression results.
To check the stationary, we conducted the Augmented Dickey Fuller (ADF) of the unit root test.
This test allows this research to gauge the robustness of the integration properties of market integration and the weekend effect. The null hypothesis is that Y t has a unit root (non-stationary), that is H 0 : α 2 =0, versus the alternative hypothesis that Y t is stationary or H 1 : α 2 <0. 
Cointegration Test Results
The unit root test results show that there is a stationary level and first difference. Therefore, we continue on to cointegration in regard to investigating the dynamic linkages between market integration and the weekend effect. To test for this cointegration or long run relationship, we employed the maximum likelihood approach of Johansen (1988) The results of the cointegration test are documented in table 3. It clearly indicates the cointegration of market integration and the weekend effect for all sample periods. This means the movement of market integration is followed by the weekend effect in the long run relationship. This finding seems to be consistent with the view that the stronger the market integration between the Lithuanian stock market and world, the higher the degree of co-movement. There were similar results with Jaffe and Westerfield (1985) where the higher the correlation between the US market and other markets, the higher the co-movement in seasonality.
If we turn back to the hypothesis that there is an association between the two variables, this linkage result indicates the seasonality in market integration. In other words, the migration of portfolio benefit in market integration could occur on a certain day. Thus, cointegration has a limitation in answering this question robustly. We did three verifications: the Vector Autoregression Model for the long run relationship, a Granger Causality for the correlation causality in the short term, and regression, all to tackle this issue. Now we look at the result of the long run relationship of VECM. Based on equation [6] of VECM, it can be inferred that there is a long run relationship between the weekend effect and market integration. The result of the equation states that the weekend effect is heavily influenced by market integration. This can be seen from the slope coefficient of market integration, which is higher than 50%. The intercept of the equation also shows a 4.9% trend value. This means that in the long run the weekend effect can be associated with 58% of market integration movement. To check the correlation causality, we further investigated with a Granger Causality. 
Granger Causality Test Results
We proceed with the Granger Causality test in order to investigate the short run dynamic co-movement between market integration and the weekend effect. In general, the Granger Causality test is one that can determine whether one variable is useful in forecasting another variable by revealing its causality. Table 4 shows the unidirectional Granger Causality results from market integration and the weekend effect. It indicates that there is a strong and significant correlation between the current market integration and the lag one of weekend effects.
The result of our Granger Causality test corroborates the long run relationship under the vector error correction model. It suggests significant interaction between market integration and the weekend effect. In other words, it indicates the seasonality in stock market integration, or that the integration of the Lithuanian stock market is stronger and higher on Monday.
The results suggest that a global fund manager should avoid Monday because of diminishing portfolio returns. Moreover, it also reveals that the global financial contagion can spread in Lithuania faster on a Monday. To determine on which day integration occurs more often we utilized equation 6.
These results are interesting for at least two reasons. First, the results show the co-movement among variables in the long run. It confirms our earlier results, where there is a strong association between market integration and the weekend effect. It designates strong and significant causalities from market integration to the weekend effect. Second, it indicates the existence of seasonality in market integration by signifying that the occurrences of market integration on Monday, where the Lithuanian stock market might have strong integration during that particular day. This finding implies the diminishing of the portfolio of the Lithuanian stock market might occur according to seasonality. 
Robustness Check
We performed a robustness check by running equation [6] because the Granger causality test implies strong association between market integration and the weekend effect. Following the theoretical model of the weekend effect (see French, 1980; Gibbons & Hess, 1981; Rogalski, 1984; Jaffe & Westerfield, 1985; Lakonishok & Smidt, 1988; Connolly, 1989; Berument and Kiymaz, 2001; Chandra, 2006; Rahman, 2009) , we adopted and modified the model by eliminating the intercept and introducing two commonly used control variables for market integration. Table 5 addresses whether there is a weekend effect on Lithuanian stock market integration. If we look at the results, the entirety of weekday trading is not significant even at the 10% level except for the Monday Dummy (significant at the 1% level). Moreover, the coefficient shows negative relationships except for the intercepts. Interestingly, the coefficient value of the entire day is close to zero. This means the power of changes during those days is very small. The return's difference shows the ability to gain abnormal returns. This is a concept similar to market integration. The result indicates that investors hardly gain abnormal returns during Mondays.
In terms of the control variables, both show significant results. The exchange rate and the oil price have effects on market integration. This is in line with previous literature, where market integration is determined by exchange rate (Ferson and Harvey, 1998) and Oil Price (Ng, 2002) . This significance also reveals our model is robust enough to explain the relationship between the Monday dummy and market integration, and it confirms our Granger Causality result.
. Another robustness check, which was a t-test, was conducted to confirm the conclusion. Preceding the ttest, we prepared the data set first. Our research deducted the Lithuania returns by World return on the basis of day. We then classified the result of Monday as one class and the rest of the day as another class. In the end, we ran a t-test between the Monday result and the results of other days and found a significant difference. This implies that seasonality does occur and causes different abnormal returns between Lithuania and the World. Therefore, the research concludes that there is seasonality in market integration. Furthermore, it is indeed apparent that an investor cannot gain more returns on Monday because of market integration. 
Conclusion
The importance of market integration has become a catalyst for the study of financial markets. Market integration contributes to the explanation of diminishing global portfolio benefits, which is imperative for both the body of knowledge on this area and industry practice. This study investigates market integration in-depth by intersecting it with the weekend effect. Moreover, this study sheds light on the understanding of market integration's weekend anomaly. Note that the occurrences of different levels of market integration on Monday might lead to the idea of avoiding trading on Monday because it can diminish portfolio benefits and easily become a financial contagion.
Our study undertook many investigative steps to ensure that a weekend effect occurs in market integration. We employed a Unit Root Test, Cointegration Test, VECM, Granger Causality, Modified French's Model (1980) regression, and T-Difference test to confirm and relate one finding to another. In short, we did vigorous work to authenticate the seasonality in Lithuanian stock market integration.
Our statistical results show five important findings. First, there is cointegration between market integration and the weekend effect. This means there is comovement between the changes in market integration and the changes in the weekend effect. This comovement signals a long run relationship.
This result is followed by a second finding, wherein we found a significant long run relationship between the weekend effect and market integration. Based on the VECM result, the long run relationship of the changes between these two variables is very strong. Equation [6] shows more than 50% of market integration contributes to the changes of the weekend effect.
To verify this strong relationship, we examined the causality relationship by conducting a Granger Causality test. The Granger Causality results show a unidirectional relationship between market integration and the weekend effect. The unidirectional relationship indicates that market integration does granger cause the weekend effect.
We then proceeded to test the existence of seasonality in market integration. By modifying French's (1980) model, our research found that there is a relationship between the abnormal returns of the world portfolio (Lithuania minus World) and day-of-the week anomaly. Hence, we surmise that the abnormal returns occur on a certain day, which in this case is Monday. We examined it further by employing a t-test and found a significant difference between Monday's returns and other weekday returns. This indeed confirms our hypothesis.
In conclusion, we can remark that seasonality occurs in market integration. Our explanation concerns market development and liquidity. Indeed, it is related to the market microstructure and market participant behavior. 
